Sleep and purposive behavior: inverse deviations from randomness of neuronal firing patterns in the feline thalamus. A new form of homeostasis?
In behaving cats trained to press a bar for small aliquots of milk reward, single neuronal firing patterns were monitored from the nucleus reticularis (NR) thalami during bar bressing (BP), subsequent quiet wakefulness with EEG spindles (S- QW ), grooming behavior (GR) and slow-wave sleep (SWS). The temporal patterns in the neuronal spike trains were analyzed using a non-parametric method based on relative relations between sequential spike intervals. The deviations of pattern occurrences from the random model were quantified. During BP, specific patterns occurred much more often while others occurred much less often than predicted by the random model. Patterns that were dominant during BP, were selectively suppressed or virtually eliminated during S- QW , GR and SWS, despite the increased firing rate; and, vice versa, patterns that were suppressed below chance level during BP, became dominant during S- QW , GR and SWS. The magnitudes of these inversions of the statistical distribution of patterns were not random but graded and positively correlated, thus indicating that they were homeostatically controlled. Since the inversions were already evident shortly after the satiated ceased bar pressing, they may be related to the 'need' for sleep. On the basis of the known mechanisms of pattern generation and changes in receptors for putative transmitters, it was postulated that the inversions of pattern distribution are related to the recuperative function of SWS, i.e. resensitization of receptors that had been desensitized during the animal's stereotypic BP performance. The NR and other neuronal ensembles seem to constitute an oscillatory system with two modes of reciprocal connectivities : one is supporting wakefulness and emission of specific firing patterns, and the other is incompatible with wakefulness and instead is associated with inversion of statistical distribution of firing patterns and recuperative function of SWS.